Abstract-The presence of humans in the robot environment brings new challenges to the robotic research. From low level functions to high level planners, clearly the human has to be taken into account in all the layers of the robot control system. Indeed, the robot has to behave socially in order to interact friendly with its human partners.
I. INTRODUCTION
The introduction of robots in human environments raises a key issue that is "added" to the "standard challenge" of autonomous robots: the necessity to interact with humans and to behave socially. From the low level functions to the high level planners, clearly the presence of humans has to be taken into account in all the layers of the robot control system.
We investigate mobile robot abilities to navigate in the presence of humans and to approach persons in order to interact with them or to hand objects to them. To accomplish this the robot must be able to detect human presence in its vicinity and to interpret their trajectories, in order to secure their displacements -by avoiding them or getting out of their way-or to interact with them.
We report here on a contribution to the development of people detection and tracking modalities based on the use of a color camera and a laser range finder, as well as a Human Aware Navigation Planner and a supervision system that take explicitly into account humans.
The overall system has been implemmented on a robot called Rackham (figure 1), a B21r robot (iRobot). It is a 52 cm wide and 118 cm tall cylinder topped with a mast supporting a kind of helmet. It integrates 2 PCs (one mono-CPU and one bi-CPUs running P3 at 850 MHz). The standard equipment is extended with a pan-tilt Sony camera EVI-D70 attached under the helmet, a digital camera mounted on a Directed Perception pan-tilt unit, an ELO touch screen, a pair of loudspeakers, an optical fiber gyroscope and wireless Ethernet.
The work described in this paper was conducted within the EU Integrated Project COGNIRON ("The Cognitive Companion") and was funded by the European Commission Division FP6-IST Future and Emerging Technologies under Contract FP6-002020. The paper is organized as follows: section II discusses an example of a human-robot interaction scenario, sections III, IV and V present three components which are visual human detection, laser human detection and navigation planner modules. Finally, section VI describes the supervision system.
II. SCENARIO
The environment model is assumed to have been acquired previously. Such a model allows the robot to navigate and to monitor its environment. Rackham is in a room, motionless, and faces entrance to detect and track any person entering. A person comes in. If the person approaches the robot, the robot will presents itself. If, after that, the person stays next to the robot, it will propose its services, otherwise the interaction is cancelled.
For now, the service proposed by the robot is to guide the person in the room, i.e. to conduct him to a given target point chosen between many destinations and to verbally present it. So, once the person has chosen the target, the robot plans a trajectory and navigates to the desired position. One originality comes from the fact that Rackham navigation has been specially designed to be human-friendly.
The human presence and his willingness to interact are checked during the task achievement and especially along the trajectory execution, e.g. if visual contact can't be established, the robot stops and asks for it. At any moment, the robot should be able to detect the presence and monitor the commitment of the person and to react accordingly. If the human shows no interest or if he has left, the robot abandons its current task considering that it is no more relevant.
There are four key components of the system: ICUvisual face detection and tracking module, HumPos -human detection and tracking module, NHP -Navigation in human presence module and finally a supervision system that controls the task and manages the overall system. These components are developed using OpenRobots [8], a software environment that allows to build modules that can integrated in the LAAS architecture [7] (see figure 1 ).
III. ICU -DETECTION AND TRACKING SERVICES
The services provided by the ICU ("I See You") module are related to human detection and tracking using visual primitives. Our visual tracking strategy consists in fusing visual cues into particle filtering schemes. This fusion is performed in the definition of the particles likelihoods. In addition, outputs from detection primitives can be involved in the importance functions of the particle filters. a) Implementation: The following detection services have been developed and integrated on the robot: Besides, the ICU module provides requests to control the embedded camera, and to manipulate the three previously described modalities. It can handle internally the switch between modalities, based on the face detector results (frequency and size of the detections). ICU can also approximate the location of a person at short or mean distance to the robot. All the tracking outputs from the various modalities are available for the other modules and more specifically for the supervisor. b) Adopted Strategies: A preliminary evaluation enabled to select the most meaningful visual cues associations in terms of discriminative power, robustness to artefacts (clutter or illumination changes) and time consumption, be these cues involved in the particles likelihoods or in the filters' importance functions (See [20] for more details). As a result, dedicated visual cues were selected for each modality, see below. Several particle filtering strategies were evaluated in order to check which ones best fulfill the requirements of the considered H/R interaction modalities. The evaluated strategies are CONDENSATION [12] , ICONDENSATION [13] , the Auxiliary Particle Filter [14] and the Rao-Blackwellized Subspace History-Sampling Sampling Importance Resampling (RBSSHSSIR) algorithm [15] . For the sake of comparisons, importance functions rely on dynamics or measurements alone, or combine both. Further, each modality has been evaluated on a database of sequences acquired from the robot in a wide range of typical conditions: cluttered environments, appearance changes or sporadic disappearance of the targeted person, jumps in the dynamics. . . For each sequence, the mean estimation error with respect to "ground truth", together with the mean failure ratio (% of target loss), were computed from several filter runs.
Eventually, the head tracking modality combines motion and shape cues into a CONDENSATION algorithm, the human tracking modality merges shape and color information into a RBSSHSSIR algorithm, while the monitoring modality relies on color and motion distributions into an RBSSHSSIR algorithm.
IV. HUMPOS -HUMAN DETECTION MODULE
The HumPos module provides human detection and tracking services based on laser data. It feeds the motion planner with a list of humans in the environment. This list contains positions, orientations of the detected humans assocaited with a confidence index. The module is composed of three stages. The first two stages make use only of laser data to detect legs while the last one integrates information delivered by the ICU module.
At the first phase of the human detection, HumPos receives small dynamic segments (i.e. that are not considered as part of the environment map) created from laser scans, it selects those segments that could potentially form legs by their relative configuration and shape, then the resulting legs ( fig.  3-A) are coupled and form a list of items.
In the second phase, HumPos receives raw laser data and creates legs from a group of points, called blobs, obtained in a neighborhood and then these blobs are coupled by their proximity. Similar work is explained in [9] to detect cylinder and lines to find legs by analyzing their geometric characteristics. The resulting items obtained in this phase ( fig. 3-B) are compared with those of the first phase. Matching items are sent to the last stage of the detection process.
The third and final phase involves the matching with the position estimation obtained from ICU ( fig. 3-C) . This phase increases dramatically the confidence of the matched items to be humans. In [10] a similar work is conducted by combining camera and laser to track people. The main difference comes essentially by the fact that our vision system allow to estimate the positions of the humans relatively to the robot. For the human tracking, a simple method is developed to estimate humans' next position and orientation (supposing that people naturally face to their walking direction). In [11] or [16] a particle filter for tracking moving objects with a laser scan is applied with good results, but we needed a lighter and simpler way to track items while leaving enough processor resources to the other modules.
Finally, a list of humans containing its Id's, positions and orientations in environment are made available to NHP.
V. NHP -NAVIGATION IN HUMAN PRESENCE
The navigation module is an implementation of the Human-Aware Navigation Planner [1] . This planner computes acceptable and human-friendly paths by reasoning on humans' state, their vision field and their accessibility. User studies [2] [3] [4] show a number of properties like keeping a certain distance, maintaining eye contact, etc. that must be taken into account in human-robot interaction context. From these properties we extracted two different criteria, namely "Safety" and "Visibility" criteria, that must be taken into account for a safe and friendly human-robot interaction. And these two criteria serve as the core of the planner and separate it from other path planners. Each criterion is represented by a set of numerical value stored in a 2D grid combining various costs depending robot's position in the environment. One can consider these grids as a set of cells containing various costs derived from the relative position to the human.
Safety Criterion: The first criterion, called "safety criterion", focuses on ensuring the safety by controlling the distance between robot and humans. By this property the robot is encouraged to keep a certain distance to the people in the environment. However in some cases, as the necessity of their interaction, the robot has to approach to a person whom it wants to interact with. Hence, this distance between the robot and the human is neither uniform nor fixed and depends on the properties of their interaction.
These properties are presented in the current system by "the safety grid". Figure 4 illustrates this grid containing a human centered gaussian form of cost distribution. The height of vertical lines represents the value of the cost associated with each cell.
Visibility Criterion: Another important property of a human-robot interaction is maintaining a certain level of visibility. This criterion, called "visibility criterion", aims to improve humans' comfort by encouraging the robot to prefer to stay in the humans field of view. This criterion allows to take into account the humans' vision field and allows us to produce more "acceptable" robot motions. The visibility grid is constructed (figure 4) according to costs reflecting the effort required by the human to get the robot in his field of view. Evidently passing in front of a human is preferable for the robot than passing behind of him.
Both of these criteria loses their importance inverse proportionnaly to the distance to the humans, so visibility and safety are not taken into account when the robot is far from humans.
An Extension: Hidden Zones: In the grids illustrated above, the costs are calculated without taking into account the obstacles in the environment. However, obstacles in the close vicinity of the human can have various effects on the safety and comfort. If the robot is behind an obstacle, the human would feel much comfortable because the obstacle would block the direct way between human and the robot. So the safety criterion must be cancelled in the zones located behind the obstacles.
On the other hand, when the robot becomes hidden by an obstacle the visibility costs lose their importance. To handle this issue, we introduce an extension to visibility and safety, called "hidden zones" criterion. This criterion helps to determine better costs for positions hidden by the obstacles.
An important effect of obstacles to the comfort of the human is the surprise factor. When the robot is hidden by an obstacle and loom in the human field of view, it can cause surprise and fear especially if it is close to the human. To avoid this effect, we must discourage the robot to pass behind an obstacle too closely, and must allow it to get into the humans field of view when sufficiently far away. This is done by putting costs to the zones hidden from the view because of the obstacles. Each human in the environment has his own Visibility and Safety grid. Not only the shape of each grids differs one from another but also each human in the environment can have different parameters, so different shapes, for the same type of grid. These grids are combined to form a final grid in which we find a minimum-cost trajectory for the robot by using A* search algorithm. The synthesized path is not only collision free and feasible but also human friendly with satisfying both criteria. One must note that none of the grid, is constructed explicitly. The cost of a cell in the grids, including the final grid, is calculated in case of a request from A*. This approach allows us to the planning process and limit memory space usage.
As in real world scenarios there can be multiple objects and humans in motion, if the environment changes during execution, the calculated path can loose its validity. This path can be replaced very rapidly by replanning. As the module's planning method is fast, replanning allows us to be sufficiently reactive to the environment changes and allows us to execute paths smoothly by making the replanning totally transparent to the humans.
The "Human-Aware Navigation Planner" is implemented within the Move3D [5] , a 3D geometric planner, and grids built the core of the planner module. This module works with a static internal 3D map along with each humans model, his grid construction parameters and the robot model. The humans' positions are updated by the HumPos module and the robot's current position is updated by the Position Manager. With all these inputs, the navigation planner module calculates a path and sends it to the path execution service. In figure 5 , we see the architecture of NHP as well as its As the planner currently does not take into account the dynamic obstacles and does not update its map, we compensated this gap by using a complementary module, namely NDD [6] , that executes and makes local modifications of the path produced by the planner in order to avoid collisions. Fig. 6 . A comparison between a classic motion planner and the humanaware navigation planner. Clearly the last one produces a more acceptable path by taking into account the safety and visibility of each human in the environment
In figure 6 , we can see clearly the safety and comfort difference between a classic path planner and our HumanAware Navigation Planner. In this scenario, there are two persons in the robot's environment talking. One of them has his back turned to the robot and thus does not see the robot. The robot's goal is to go to the other corner of the room. A classic motion planner results ( fig. 6-A) with a straight line path from one corner to the other and the human collision avoidance is obtained by an obstacle avoidance at the execution. In figure 6 -B, the robots motion planning system is replaced by the NHP. The path is produced by taking into account humans' positions and their orientations.
The figure 7 contains paths calculated during the motion of the robot. The robot begins his motion with a straigth path ( fig.7-1) , when it detects a human, it immediately changes his path according to his position and his field of view ( fig.7-2 ). The path is more deviated when the second human gets in the vision of the robot ( fig.7-3) . The robot continues this motion by constantly cheking environmental changes ( fig.7-4,5,6 ). 
VI. SUPERVISION
We have developed and implemented an agent-based supervision system that integrates cooperative task achievement inspired by joint intention theory [21] . Every human entering the close vicinity of the robot is considered as an agent with whom the robot might collaborate or at least interact. To be homogeneous, the robot itself is also considered as an agent. Each agent is characterized by its abilities (the tasks that it can perform) and its potential commitment to the task at hand. Once involved, sensor-based monitors help to measure each agent involvement and belief about a task state (unachieved, achieved, impossible, irrelevant). This information is then used by the robot to achieve its task and to adapt it to human action, reaction or lack of reaction. In our system, tasks may be defined as individual tasks (only the robot is involved), joint tasks (the robot and another agent are involved) and activities that correspond to low level functionalities that are no further decomposed. Tasks are refined hierarchically a succession of sub-tasks and/or activities.
Consequently, the system can be controlled at different levels at the same time. If something happens at a given level, the system is able to take it into account at that level by applying adapted solutions and propagating, when necessary, events towards the higher or the lower levels.
This supervision system is a key component of a more general framework defined in [18] . More detailed information about the supervision system can be found in [19] .
In the current implementation, the supervisor is written in Open-PRS [8] . The task plans are hand-coded (a set of predefined task library) and only the robot is able to propose a task. However, the supervisor is built, taking into account future extensions involving on-line task planning.
This supervision scheme has been tested on Rackham (Figure 8 ) according to the scenario with the following plan: Initialization, Wait For People, Want to interact ?, Guide. The system reacts in the following way.
Wait For People Rackham stands still and monitors the room entrance ( fig.8-a) . If someone enters, Rackham detects him using a monitoring modality of ICU. Ludovic enters in the room. Once detected, the robot has to check if he wants to interact with it. Want to interact ? checks if Ludovic approaches (human tracking, head tracking and finally face detection of ICU module). If Ludovic comes closer ( fig.8-b) , Rackham presents itself (otherwise it will do nothing to not disturb the person) : "hello, i'm Rackham and i can guide you in the lab"( fig.8-c) .
Ludovic shows interest, the robot proposes to engage with him: "tell me or click on the screen to choose your destination", there begins the joint task Guide.
The robot is the first committed to the task. Following Rackham proposition, Ludovic is informed that the robot is committed to the task, we write:
Now, if Ludovic agrees the proposition and chooses a destination, we obtain: (commitment Guide Ludovic Ludovic yes). If Ludovic goes away, that will be: (commitment Guide Ludovic Ludovic no) and the joint task will be abandonned by the robot.
So, we have seen that our model includes three commitments that are complementary: the robot commitment to the task, the robot's belief concerning Ludovic commitment to the task and the robot's belief concerning Ludovic's knowledge about the robot commitment to the task. Now, commitment to the task is established by both parts. Then the robot confirms "ok, i will guide you to that destination. Please, follow me.". The task achievement begins ( fig.8-d ). Rackham will bring Ludovic to the destination and Ludovic is supposed to follow it and both are supposed to consider the task as unachieved. We consider 3 state beliefs:
If during the task, Rackham's navigation stops for any reason while the destination is not reached, there will be a change: (state Guide Ludovic Rackham achieved) i.e. we consider that the robot stop could mislead Ludovic thinking that the task is over, that represents, the robot belief concerning the agent belief concerning the robot. In the same way, if during the task, Ludovic goes away, the change will occur concerning his state: (state Guide Ludovic Ludovic achieved).
Each case leads to a difference in state beliefs, i.e. no more mutual belief. According to the case, the robot will react differently, e.g. in the case Ludovic goes away, it will stop, ask and display "where are you ?" and the state will change to unachieved if Ludovic comes back (detected by the help of the face detection or if he touches the screen), if he does not the state will change to impossible and the task will be abandonned.
It is possible to define as many state monitors as needed and they could be tagged to allow better reaction: (monitor Guide Ludovic Rackham achieved LOC PB)
At the end of the task, Rackham has also to ensure that there is a mutual belief concerning the achievement of the task.
Comparatively to the previous version of our system ( [17] ), it is easier to add new capabilities to the robot and to program new tasks involving interaction. In addition, monitoring is facilitated by the help of layered levels that are all reactive.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented several key components of our HumanAware Robot architecture. Individual results of each component are good and the working of the system as a whole is promising.
More examples and videos showing the results of the individual components as well as the whole system can be found at http://www.laas.fr/∼easisbot/roman06 . This is a first implementation of a system and a scenario that will be extended toward manipulation scenario where robot and humans accomplish manipulation tasks cooperatively. This goal requires designing a human aware manipulation planner. Strengthening the link between HumPos and ICU modules will result in a better detection of humans in the environment.
In the near future, the supervision system will be improved with the integration of an on-line planning ability that explicitly considers Human-Robot Interaction and Collaborative Problem Solving. Concerning the supervisor itself, we envisage to extend it in order to be able to take into account more than two agents (the robot + a human) by task and to manage several tasks simultaneously at the robot level.
